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Falke 39 in my hands-needs help
December 12 2016 at 10:35 PM

Jochen  (Login zielvier)

Hi, I now have the # 39 in a condition, that needs to be restored. the stock has no cracks but must be restored also (no cheek piece). someone put some awful cover-liquid on it. 
 

The Fräulein came with original sights and diopter! 
 

Can anyone tell me, what happend here? 
 pics: 

 
http://sta.sh/0zjj88xbabe 

 
http://sta.sh/01cfewc6i7h0 

 
help appreciated. 

tomorrow I will try to open the chamber. the pressure is very low. put some wd40 first on the thread.... 
 

regards, Jochen

 

  Respond to this message   

Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Jochen can you post December 13 2016, 2:09 PM 

some pics that are not so close up, please? It's hard to see what you are referring to. 
 

Has the cylinder slot been extended? Normal one here: 
 

"\"xSQ4Z)FI\\t\""
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Jochen
 (Login zielvier)

today December 13 2016, 6:26 PM 

Hi Garvin, 
 

I can not open the system. Probably you can see the damage/edge on this picture: 
 

http://sta.sh/053dxrcwj4 
 

This #36 had the 2nd variant diopter, which I see the first time in its flesh 
 

http://sta.sh/01f3kh78lea2 
 

What can I do, if the thread is glued by rust(?). 
 

atb, Jochen 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

Jochen
 (Login zielvier)

again December 13 2016, 9:08 PM 

well: system is open now. Garvin, can you give me an advice, what to do now with the leather-seal: 
 

http://sta.sh/0261m6qyeg57 
 

atb, Jochen 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Sorry Jochen but I'm no expert December 15 2016, 2:03 PM 

on the insides of old Falkes! My instinct is that that seal looks in pretty good shape although the outer cup is maybe a bit shrunken compared to the inner washer? I would be tempted to give it a good
soak in silicon oil overnight and see if it expands, or maybe try and screw the inner cup in if it's loose?

"\"xSQ4Z)FI\\t\""
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Jochen
 (Login zielvier)

thanks , but.... December 15 2016, 8:32 PM 

does anyone confirm, that the seal and the spring can be replaced by original Diana 50-spare parts? 
 

thanks, Jochen

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

I've asked on the BBS... n/t December 16 2016, 1:03 PM 

"\"xSQ4Z)FI\\t\""

    

This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Dec 16, 2016 1:03 PM
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